
FO SHIZZLE ISM

(slang, hip-hop) More emphatic and friendly form of fo shizzle; â€œFor sure, my friendâ€•, used to stress the following
sentence. From fo shizzle + my + nizzle, rhyming variation of nigga, with the rhyming particle -izzle. fa-shizzle.

The search algorithm handles phrases and strings of words quite well, so for example if you want words that
are related to lol and rofl you can type in lol rofl and it should give you a pile of related slang terms. Let's
pretend for a moment that I'm not prone to bouts of who-gives-a-rat's-ism. Simple, really, and straight from
thesaurus. Please note that Urban Thesaurus uses third party scripts such as Google Analytics and
advertisements which use cookies. Or you might try boyfriend or girlfriend to get words that can mean either
one of these e. That is the problem with America; we have become so obsessed with pop culture that it has
become watered down. Snooki, from the cast of the jersey shore, was of no such scenario. These indexes are
then used to find usage correlations between slang terms. I brought three today: Learn it, know it, live it.
Special thanks to the contributors of the open-source code that was used in this project: krisk , HubSpot , and
mongodb. There is still lots of work to be done to get this slang thesaurus to give consistently good results, but
I think it's at the stage where it could be useful to people, which is why I released it. Maybe the coolest thing
one can accomplish once one's early 30s arrive -- other than, you know, performing the unaccompanied
"Heartbreaker" guitar solo -- is to offend the sensibilities of the young. This is simply due to the way the
search algorithm works. How it works here The following is Fo shizzle ism example of what you're missing.
Capitalism Linking politics to the political economy, it is a system dominated by a market economy in which
economic actors are generally free from state constraints. Urban Thesaurus crawls the web and collects
millions of different slang terms, many of which come from UD and turn out to be really terrible and
insensitive this is the nature of urban slang, I suppose. Note that this thesaurus is not in any way affiliated with
Urban Dictionary. Hopefully the related words and synonyms for "term" are a little tamer than average. The
question arrived yesterday, and it wasn't from anyone who, were my job more conventional, would normally
be bugging me about attaching a cover sheet to my TPS reports or whatever: Why don't you update your blog
more often? I told her to look in the dictionizzle.


